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SUMMARY: A numerical model, based on the viscoplasticity theory, for the analysis of steel fiber
reinforced concrete in compression is presented. The modeling of the fatigue phenomenon involves
the study of a large number of cycles. Thereafter, since the modeling of the complete stress-
deformation behavior is very time consuming and not suitable for the current purposes, only the
increase in plastic deformation after a cycle is considered. In the current model the load is kept at a
constant level and the constitutive model describes the evolution of the deformations during the cyclic
load process. A series of experimental fatigue compressive tests in steel fiber reinforced concrete has
been carried out to assess the model performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Concrete fatigue is a process of progressive development of small imperfections existing in the
material by repetitive loads. These imperfections may be present in concrete due to concrete
shrinkage, or may be caused by application of external loads. The fatigue mechanism may be
attributed to progressive bond deterioration between coarse aggregates and the cement paste or by
development of cracks existing in the cement paste [1, 2]. These two mechanisms may act combined
or isolated, which illustrates the complexity of fatigue mechanism. The addition of fibers to concrete
has a double effect on the fatigue performance of concrete. By bridging cracks, they can sustain the
crack growing process providing an additional fatigue life to concrete [3-5]. On the contrary, fibers
added to concrete may be cause of further defects and reduce the fatigue life of concrete [6, 7].



To understand the behavior of steel fiber-reinforced concrete under fatigue loading and to calibrate
the numerical model, a series of fatigue tests carried out at the Laboratory of Structures of the
Faculty of Engineering of Porto University, Portugal [7]. In these tests a sine waveform was applied
between a minimum level of 10% of the monotonic strength and a maximum level ranging from 70%
to 95% of the monotonic strength, at a frequency of 2.5 Hz.

Fatigue strength, S, is defined as the fraction of the monotonic strength that can be supported for a
determined number of cycles, N is applied to the material. The most common way to represent
fatigue data is means of a Whöler curve, where fatigue strength is plot against the number of cycles to
failure. The following considerations are based on the performed experimental program. Usually a
linear relation exists between fatigue strength and the logarithm of the number of cycles (Fig. 1.a).
Large scatter is generally found on fatigue data and statistical methods have to be employed for data
analysis. Below a stress level of 0.4 no fatigue limit was found for concrete [2] and is thus considered
as the endurance limit, that is, below this stress level no fatigue failure occurs. The relation between
the maximum deformation at failure and fatigue strength is shown in Fig. 1.b where an envelope for
fatigue failure deformations is apparent.
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Figure 1 – Fatigue strength: a) Whöler curve and b) d-S relation.

The cyclic creep curve (Fig. 2.a) shows the evolution of the maximum deformation during a fatigue
test. Clearly a linear branch can be observed during most of the test. The relation between the slope
of this branch, dε/dN, and the number of cycles to failure is obviously linear when a logarithmic scale
is used (Fig. 2.b). This linear relation is commonly accepted in the literature [1, 2, 9-11].
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Figure 2 – Displacement evolution: a) cyclic creep curve and b) dε/dN-N relation.



MODEL ESSENTIALS

In this study a formulation for the study of fatigue based on viscoplasticity theory is presented. During
a fatigue test, several thousands of load cycles may be necessary to cause failure in a specimen.
Therefore, for such number of load cycles, it is computationally very expensive, the consideration of
complete individual load/unload cycles. It is thus much more efficient the consideration of the
increase in deformation per cycle, if a large number of load cycles is to be studied. In the present
model, the load is kept at a constant value equal to the maximum load amplitude, while the
constitutive model describes the evolution of permanent deformations [8]. An exponential law,
characterized by two parameters, ζ e m controls the evolution of the permanent deformation per
cycle. Permanent deformations are ruled by a surface similar to the plasticity load surface, with their
direction defined by an associated law.

The developed model is based on some of the previously mentioned topics. The stress-strain relation
of monotonic tests was considered as the envelope for fatigue tests, which is sustained by several
authors [12, 13]. Thus, the monotonic test can be regarded as a special fatigue test where failure
occurs for as single load cycle. The compressive fracture energy, Gc that rules the softening behavior
has an important role in the performance of the model. The deformation velocity depends on the
stress level which allows an approximately linear relation between S and log (dε/dN).

Figure 3 – Strain evolution: a) stable process and b) unstable process.

In Fig. 3 the behavior of the model for low (Fig. 3.a) and high (Fig. 3.b) stress levels is shown. The
fatigue failure envelope, σc fa, , limits the area for which there is no fatigue failure. Consequently, for a

low stress level, the deformation increases until the fatigue failure envelope is reached, after what the
process becomes stable. On the contrary, for a high stress level, deformation continuously increases
until the monotonic failure envelope, σc , is reached, after what the material becomes unstable. In this
case, it is no longer possible to apply more load cycles without a reduction of the applied stress level.

A two-step procedure is employed for the fatigue analysis. First, a non-linear monotonic analysis
until load reaches its maximum level (see [14] for a model description). Then, keeping the load fixed,
a cycle-driven analysis is made.



CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

In this section the constitutive equations of the model are presented. In the presence of relatively
small deformations, the changing in deformation per cycle, ∂ ∂εε // N , may be divided into an elastic
part, ∂ ∂εεe N/ , and into a plastic, permanent part, ∂ ∂εε p N/ , accordingly with

 (1)
where

(2.1)

(2.2)

where σσ is the stress vector, D is elastic constitutive matrix, ζ represents a measure of the
deformation per cycle, ∂ ∂g / σσ  defines the direction of permanent deformations, and <φ> is defined
by

. (3)

The parameter m is a material characteristic. The functions g, F e F0 depend on the state of stress
and on the hardening parameter, κ, at the specified stress point and read

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

where σc fa, is the fatigue effective stress, and P and p are defined by [8]:     (5)



The fatigue effective stress function reads

(6)

where σco  is the yield stress value at the beginning of cyclic loading, κcf is the hardening parameter at
failure, and κco and κcu are model parameters. The hardening parameter evolution is defined by

. (7)

NUMERICAL MODEL

The permanent deformation increment, ∆εεn
p
+1 , occurring in interval ∆N=Nn+1-Nn may be calculated

as follows

(8)

where Θ  is an interpolation parameter. A expansion in series of Taylor of ∂ ∂ +εε p
nN/ 1  leads to the

following expression

(9)

where the derivatives ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+εε σσp
n nN/ /1c h  and ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+εεp

n nN/ /1c h κ  read

. (10)



Substituting (9) in (8) leads finally to

(11)

The evolution of the hardening parameter reads

(12)

The incremental stress-strain relation reads

(13)

where the tangent constitutive matrix, Dn , reads

(14)

and the additional stress vector ∆q is given by

(15)

These stresses origin equivalent nodal forces, ∆f, accordingly to

(16)

where B is a matrix relating strains with displacements.

Box 1 shows the algorithm used for load cycle driven calculations. The integration of constitutive
equations it was considered that Θ = 0, which leads to an explicit integration. Consequently, the
value of ∆N has to be limited in order to obtain a convergent solution. The consideration of Θ = 0
origins particularly simple expressions and was used for that reason.



Box 1 – Algorithm for load cycle calculations.

Input: σσ, εε, εεp, κ

1. i = 1
2. Calculation of φ, ∂ ∂g / σσ  and ∆q

3. Calculation of ∆f
4. if ( f <TOLER) GOTO 11

5. if (i = 1)  K = Ú V  B
T D B dV

6. ∆d = K-1∆f
7. Calculation of ∆σσ
8. Calculation of ∆κ
9. Actualization of σ σ and κ
10. i = i+1, GOTO 2
11. END

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Two application examples are presented. In the first one, the results of the numerical model are
compared with the experimental data. The second example compares the results of model with the
results of the biaxial fatigue tests of Yin and Hsu [5] for fiber-reinforced concrete. Isoparametric
plane finite elements are used with reduced integration on 2x2 Gauss points and dimensions of
100x100x100 mm3.

Comparison with experimental results

This section deals with the ability of the model to simulate experimental results. The model was
compared with data acquired from compressive fatigue tests on cylinders [7]. Concrete properties
and model parameters are presented in Table 1. These properties are attained from comparison of
monotonic experiment data with model behavior (Fig. 4)

Table 1 – Concrete properties for numerical analysis.

Properties Value Units Properties Value Units
Ec 30000 N/mm2 υ 0.15 -
fc 52 N/mm2 Gc 7 N/mm
m 5 - ζ 2x10-5 -
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Figure 4 – Model results: monotonic stress-strain diagram.

The S-N diagram obtained with the model is shown in Fig. 5 where experimental data is also plotted.
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Figure 5 – S-N diagram for model and experimental results.

The imporatant relation between log d dε Nb g  and N is plotted in Fig. 6. As can be seen, good

agreement is found between the results of the numerical model and experimental results.
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Figure 6 – Relation between dε/dN and N.

Biaxial compression

To assess the model performance under biaxial conditions, the presented model is compared with
the results of Yin and Hsu [5]. Fig. 7 illustrates both results.
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Figure 7 – Relation between dε/dN and N.

It can be seen that a satisfactory agreement is found, although the numerical model underestimates
the biaxial fatigue life. Unfortunately, there is not very information about the biaxial fatigue behavior of
concrete in order to improve the behavior of the model.

CONCLUSIONS

A numerical model for the analysis of fiber reinforced concrete under compressive fatigue has been
developed. A series of compressive fatigue tests on cylinders have been carried out to understand
the behavior of fiber reinforced concrete under fatigue and to allow the model calibration.

Regardless of relatively model simplicity, through adequate characterization of the parameters ζ, m e
Gc, it is possible to attain a good representation of experimental results. The biaxial behavior of the
model is not so impressive although satisfactory agreement between numerical and experimental
results is attained.
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